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spends two hours a week on its activities. The school equipment
and apparatus are used for circle work. The patron factory and
the parents help with the material, and as a last resort it is
bought at a reduced price. An interesting circle is the backward
or slow children's circle. They are collected by the class teacher
and helped by the abler pupils and the teacher.
The school possesses a horse, which appears to be used for
draught and riding purposes.
During the intervals, play of all kinds is organised in the
corridors. Chiefly it is singing and folk-dancing. Once a day an
accordion player comes to the school and plays for the pupils
while they dance in the long break. This, by the way, is a com-
mon feature not only of schools, but of all children's institutions.
The accordion player is paid by the school.
Dinner is supplied in the school; 400 pupils receive free meals,
others pay a little. A few prefer to have their dinner at home.
I dined with the children—after a whispered question by the
Director to the Voks representative, who happened to be with
me, as to whether I was the sort of person who could be admitted
to the intimate life of the school. We had a very good vegetable
soup, borsch, which the Ukrainians make better than anyone in
the U.S.S.R.* meat and millet, but no vegetables, a fruit tart, and
tea. I missed the vegetables, otherwise the meal was amply
sufficient.
During the holidays the pupils can go to the children's
theatre and cinema at reduced prices.
Polytechnised labour is carried on for pupils from thirteen to
eighteen in specially equipped workshops. The primary school
carries on thi$ work in workrooms. Classes 5 and 6 (thirteen to
fourteen years) obtain first-hand information about factory
conditions, including the structure of different machines, through
visits, Classes 7, 8, 9 and 10 work at benches in the factory for
thirty-minute periods*
The workshops were very large, light, and airy,, a»d weH
equipped They include a smithy with an electric forge^ a shop
with cMIiBg and miffing machines* and a carpenters sbop, witib

